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Bottom-up synthetic biology aims to engineer artificial systems that exhibit biomimetic 
structure and functionality from the rational combination of molecular and nanoscale 
elements. These systems often take the form of artificial cells (ACs), micro-robots 
constructed de novo to replicate behaviours typically associated with biological cellular life. If 
endowed with sufficiently advanced cell-like responses, ACs could underpin game-changing 
solutions, e.g in healthcare and biosynthesis. Similar to their biological counterparts, ACs 
require a micro-compartmentalised architecture to regulate transport and establish internal 
heterogeneity, as typically necessary to sustain biomimetic molecular pathways. AC 
compartments often rely on lipid, polymer or protein membranes, but membrane-less 
implementations based on coacervates or hydrogels are gaining traction, driven by enhanced 
robustness, easy manufacturing and the renewed interest for biomolecular condensates in 
cell biology. While internal compartmentalisation can be robustly achieved in membrane- 
based platforms, e.g. through nesting or sequential assembly, no general platform has been 
proposed to program local composition in membrane-less scaffolds. Here we leverage the 
structural and dynamic programmability afforded by DNA nanotechnology [1,2] to construct 
membrane-less condensates of DNA nanostructures [3-4], which can be “patterned” thanks 
to a reaction-diffusion scheme [5,6]. The latter can generate up to five to chemically 
addressable, distinct micro-environments whose features can be rationalised through 
numerical modelling. As a proof-of-concept, we use the platform to create model ACs with 
compartmentalised functionality, namely where a fluorescent RNA aptemer is synthesised in 
prototypical “nucleus” and accumulates in an outer shell.  

 

Fig. 1. (a) The elementary nanostructure forming the condensates is a cholesterolised DNA junction, 
with a binding site (“base strand”, BS) to which “patterning strands” (PSs) of different length and 

affinities can bind. (b) PSs are added in solutions containing the condensates. Short PSs diffuse in 
quickly and bind the BSs, but are later displaced by slow-diffusing PSs, generating concentric 

propagating fronts and chemically addressable compartments. Examples of condensates patterned 
with 3 and 5 PSs (c and d, respectively). 
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